CAMSTM award-winning fashion software has launched on our newly updated, robust Cloud. You no longer need an
on-site server for CAMSTM software to run your apparel business; we can help you grow your business on the
Cloud from anywhere, at any time, from any internet-connected device.
Our end-to-end Cloud Workspace delivers desktops and software applications as a secure cloud service, virtualizing
the business workspace. A virtualized or “Cloud” workspace looks exactly like that of a traditional PC, however,
instead of residing locally, all software, computing power and data storage resides in a custom crafted “platform”,
housed in a world class data center.
ComputerCare delivers the CAMSTM Cloud Workspace through a software platform, which is the easiest, fastest and
most cost-effective way to transition legacy premises-based IT infrastructure to next-generation Cloud technologies.
Our service is a monthly recurring subscription based on number of seats at the business.
CAMSTM Cloud Solution brings you:
 Mobility - Access your desktop, applications and corporate network documents on-demand, anytime and
from all of your devices, all with the same look and feel.


Savings - Reduce costs and eliminate inefficient processes associated with traditional on-premises
upgrades. Eliminate CapEx spending on infrastructure and re-purpose old devices or provision low-cost thin
and zero client devices.



Security - Your applications, data and workspaces reside in world class data facilities in compliance with all
of the requisite certifications including SSAE-16 Type 2, TIA 942 Class 4, PCI, DSS, HIPAA and SarbanesOxley. Disaster recovery and business continuity are ensured by backing up and securing data to a
secondary location.



Reliability - Our SLA’s ensure that your workspace is always available; we provide constant monitoring, 24
X 7 X 365.



Disaster Recovery & Back-Up - High availability primary data center, replication and failover to secondary
data.

CAMS™ Solutions meet demanding fashion industry standards for excellence and grow with your business. Our
software has enabled companies like yours to grow into profitable, global enterprises. When you partner with us,
you get proven PLM and ERP software created especially for the fashion industry, particularly with the start-up in
mind. Seamlessly add modules as your business expands, including Supply Chain Management (SCM), Electronic
Data Interchange (EDI), a Warehouse Management System (WMS) and Financial Management - fully integrated
solutions including General Ledger, AP and AR that support startups or multi-divisional, multi-company enterprises.
QuickBooks interface is available.
Join the growing number of businesses of all sizes, across all markets that are seeking out cloud-based IT
options more than ever before . . . Contact Us Today for Details

